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Abstra t
A new approa h for the estimation of bid-rent fun tions for lo ation
method
than

hoi e is proposed. The

onsiders that the expe ted maximum bid in the au tion of a good is a latent variable

an be related to observed pri es for similar goods. The model generates estimates for the

spatial distribution of agents and pri es simultaneously that are better than those obtained
by estimating a maximum bid and a pri e model independently.
validated for a

The model is applied and

ase study. Results show that the proposed model outperforms other methods

for bid rent estimation, espe ially when detailed data des ribing the real estate goods an their
pri es is not available.
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1 Introdu tion
Land use models are an in reasingly used tool for fore asting the evolution of ities and evaluating
the potential ee ts of urban interventions su h as real estate developments, modi ations to the
transport system and hanges in urban poli y. They are of parti ular relevan e in the eld of
transport modeling, sin e travel demand is explained in a large amount by the spatial distribution
of agents and a tivities in a region.
Modeling the lo ation hoi e of the dierent agents that intera t in a ity is one of the main
obje tives of any land use model. The distribution and agglomeration of agents (households and
rms) is one of the main sour es of a wide variety of externalities su h as ongestion, pollution or
so ial segregation and, simultaneously, is one of the main fa tors that ae t the value of land and
real estate goods.
Lo ation hoi e and real estate pri es have been traditionally modeled under two dierent main
assumptions regarding the way the market operates: the hoi e approa h and the bid-au tion
approa h. Under the hoi e approa h (M Fadden, 1978a; Anas, 1982), agents sele t the lo ation
that maximizes their utility, with pri es or rents being determined exogenously through a hedoni
model (Rosen, 1974). The bid-au tion approa h (Elli kson, 1981) assumes that real estate goods
are traded in an au tion market, where the best bid for a parti ular lo ation determines both the
lo ated agent and the pri e or rent of the good.
In the eld of urban e onomi s, the bid-au tion model has been used mostly as an alternative
to hedoni models for the estimation of pri es and marginal willingness to pay for attributes
of real estate goods. The original model proposed by Elli kson (Elli kson, 1981) onsidered an
Extreme Value distribution of the willingness to pay that ea h agent has for a parti ular lo ation.
This generates a logit model, onditional on the lo ation, that an be estimated via maximum
likelihood. The estimation pro ess assumes that every lo ated agent was the best bidder for the
lo ation. However, sin e the under determined nature of the Logit model does not allow to nd
absolute estimates of the willingness to pay, Elli kson's model is only able to estimate relative
rents and relative willingness to pay for groups of homogeneous agents.
Improving on Elli kson's work, Lerman and Kern (1983) proposed a method that maximizes the
likelihood of an agent being the best bidder for his observed lo ation while, simultaneously, maximizing the likelihood of his bid being equal to the observed transa tion pri e. This method solves
the original problem of under-determination in Elli kson's approa h, generating absolute estimates
of rents or pri es and the asso iated willingness to pay for the lo ation attributes. However, implementing Lerman and Kern's approa h requires information that, in general, is not easy to olle t:
the pri e or rent paid for a parti ular real estate good and its orresponding attributes. Moreover,
as in the ase of Elli kson, the method imposes a simpli ation of the bid fun tion, aggregating agents into homogeneous groups of bidders and estimating a single, linear in parameters, bid
fun tion for ea h of them.
The simultaneous lo ation hoi e and pri e estimation method of Lerman and Kern has been applied, among others, by Gross (1988), Gross et al. (1990), Gin and Sonstelie (1992), M Millen
(1997) and Chattopadhyay (1998) to estimate bid-rent fun tion in several ase studies. The literature shows that, in general, the bid-rent generates better results than hedoni pri e models,
thanks to the possibility of estimating willingness to pay of dierent groups of agents and, therefore, providing information about onsumer behavior. Despite this, the bid-au tion approa h has
not been extensively applied due to a more omplex estimation pro ess than standard hedoni
models and the already mentioned expensive data requirements. Moreover, the emphasis has been
put in estimation of pri es and marginal willingness to pay, giving little attention to the lo ation
hoi e distribution and with s ar e validation of the resulting model when fore asting pri es or
lo ations. Muto (2006) analyzed lo ation hoi e results when using Lerman and Kern's method,
nding signi ant and systemati deviations in the results when ompared with observed lo ation
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distributions for the ity of Tokyo. This result suggests that, while Lerman and Kern improve over
Elli kson's model by estimating absolute rents, it does so at the ost of worse lo ation fore ast
apabilities.
The bid-au tion approa h is parti ularly attra tive for lo ation hoi e modeling sin e it provides an
expli it explanation of the market learing pro ess that generates the transa tion pri es (or rents
in the ase of the rental market) of real estate. This has motivated the development of several
land use models that base their lo ation hoi e pro ess on the bid au tion approa h. Examples of
this are RURBAN (Miyamoto and Kitazume, 1989), MUSSA (Martínez, 1996), IRPUD (Wegener,
2008) and ILUTE (Salvini and Miller, 2005). In these models, the bid-au tion approa h has been
applied with a fo us on modeling the spatial distribution of agents (households and rms) in a
ity, most of the times using Elli kson's approa h to nd the relative willingness to pay of dierent
households for the attributes of a lo ation. In these models, the adjustment of the bid fun tions
to absolute levels is done in the ontext of a market learing pro ess, separated from the original
estimation.
Besides the theoreti al appealing, the bid-au tion approa h is attra tive for lo ation hoi e modeling from an e onometri point of view, be ause it does not have the pri e endogeneity problems
usually found when using the hoi e approa h. Pri e endogeneity o urs be ause the pri e is highly
orrelated with unobserved attributes of the lo ation, therefore ompli ating the estimation of parameters. In the worst ase, if des riptive attributes of the lo ation are omitted, pri e endogeneity
may lead to wrong estimates of the pri e elasti ity and proper estimation will require the use of
orre ting me hanisms like the Control Fun tion method (Guevara and Ben-Akiva, 2006). Be ause
the pri e of the lo ation does not enter the bid fun tion as a variable, the bid-au tion approa h
does not present pri e endogeneity issues.
The relevan e and advantages of the bid-au tion approa h motivates the sear h for bid-rent estimation methods that allow for onsistent estimation of both lo ation hoi e and pri e distributions
without the need of individual level pri e data. At the same time it is interesting to explore the
possibility of estimating bid rent models where the bidding agents don't have to be aggregated
in homogeneous groups or regimes and where bid fun tions are not onstrained to be linear in
parameters. This paper proposes a method for the estimation of bid fun tions that maximizes the
likelihood of the observed maximum bids while simultaneously adjusting the bid levels to observed
pri es or average pri e indi ators. The main assumption behind the proposed method is that, as
observed many times in pra ti e, real estate goods are traded in au tions that don't take pla e
expli itly. This implies that the out ome of the au tion (the expe ted maximum bid) is a latent
onstru t that an not be observed but is, however, stru turally related to the transa tion pri e.
This assumption implies that the potential bid of all agents ae ts the nal pri e of a real estate
good, regardless if they are a tive in the market (looking for a lo ation) or not.
The stru ture of the proposed model is inspired by the Generalized Random Utility Model(Walker
and Ben-Akiva, 2002) and denes stru tural relationships for two latent variables: the bid and
the au tion pri e with the orresponding measurement relationships that relate them to observed
hoi es (or best bidders) and observed pri es.
The paper is organized as follows: Se tion 2 des ribes the bid-au tion approa h to lo ation hoi e
modeling. Se tion 3 reviews the literature on estimation of bid-rent fun tion and analyzes the
advantages and drawba ks of the dierent existing methods. Se tion 4 des ribes the method
proposed in this paper and Se tion 5 des ribes a ase study where the method is implemented,
validated and ompared with other methods. Finally, Se tion 6 on ludes the paper and identies
future lines of resear h.
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2 The bid approa h to lo ation hoi e
Sin e Alonso (1964), the real estate market has been understood as an au tion market, where
agents (households and rms) bid their willingness to pay for a parti ular good (residential unit,
land, et .) whi h is assigned to the best bidder. This pro ess simultaneously denes the pri e of
the good, understood as the maximum bid in the au tion pro ess.
The willingness to pay, from an e onomi point of view, an be derived from the lassi al onsumer's
problem of maximum utility, given in ome onstraints:
max U(x, zi )
x,i

(1)

s.t. px + ri ≤ I

In the previous problem, the onsumer maximizes his utility by hoosing a ve tor of ontinuous
goods (x) and a dis rete lo ation (i), des ribed by a set of attributes (zi ). The budget onstraint
states that the total amount spent in goods (with pri e p) plus the pri e of the sele ted lo ation
(ri ) must be smaller that the onsumer's available in ome (I). Solving the problem on x and
assuming equality in the budget onstraint, the problem an be re-written as
max V(p, I − ri , zi )
i

(2)

where V is the indire t utility fun tion, onditional on the the lo ation. Given the maximum
utility level (U) a onsumer an a hieve, the indire t utility an be inverted in the pri e variable:
ri = I − V −1 (U, p, zi )

(3)

Under the au tion market assumption, the pri e or rent variable (ri ) of (3) an be understood as
the willingness to pay for a parti ular lo ation (Jara-Díaz and Martínez, 1999), therefore the bid
fun tion B an be expressed as:
Bhi = Ih − Vh−1 (U, p, zi )

(4)

The bid, or bid-rent, fun tion an be understood as the maximum rent (or pri e) a household an
pay for a parti ular dwelling, while enjoying a xed utility level U (Fujita, 1989). In (4) the index
h has been in luded to take into a ount heterogeneity in preferen es within dierent households.
Elli kson (1981) showed that the bid dened by (4) an also be written dire tly as a fun tion
of the lo ation attributes (Bhi (zi )) and proposed to a ount for the unobserved heterogeneity in
preferen es a ross households by adding a random term,
Bhi = Bh (zi ) + εh = Bhi + εh

(5)

The probability of a residential unit or lo ation i being o upied by h is the probability of that
parti ular household being the best bidder for the lo ation among all the other bidding households:
Ph/i = Prob { Bhi + εh > Bh ′ i + εh ′ , ∀h ′ 6= h}

If the error terms follow an Extreme Value distribution, the best bid probability an be expressed
as a logit model (M Fadden, 1978b):
4

exp(µBhi )
Ph/i = P
g exp(µBgi )

(6)

Under the au tion market assumption, the pri e or rent (ri ) of a good will be the maximum bid
and it an be expressed as the following expe tation:


ri = E max(Bhi )

(7)

h

The extreme value distribution assumption allows to express the expe ted maximum bid for a
parti ular lo ation as the logsum of the bids, in the same way the logsum represents the expe ted
maximum utility in a traditional maximum utility dis rete hoi e problem (Ben-Akiva and Lerman,
1985):
!
X
1
ri = ln
exp(µBgi ) + C
µ
g

(8)

where C is an unknown onstant indi ating that the absolute value of the bids annot be measured.
This happens be ause the logit model is under-identied and, while relative bids are enough to
al ulate the best bidder probability of (6), they do not ne essarily relate to real pri es or rents .

3 Estimation of bid rent fun tions
The rst work on estimation of bid rent fun tions was developed by Elli kson (1981) who introdu ed sto hasti ity in the bid fun tion spe i ation and proposed for the rst time the onditional
probability of a household being the best bidder for a lo ation (6). The original formulation by
Elli kson onsiders a linear in parameters bid fun tion and is estimated via maximization of the
following likelihood fun tion:

L=

Y

Y

i∈S

h∈Ci

Ph/i

yhi

!

where yhi is a binary indi ator that assumes the value of one if household h is observed to be
lo ated in dwelling i and zero otherwise. The term Ph/i orresponds to the best bidder probability
of (6).
Elli kson's method had as main obje tive the estimation of the willingness to pay for housing
attributes by dierent agents, as an alternative to the hedoni rent model originally proposed by
Rosen (1974). However, Elli kson's method only allows to estimate relative parameters be ause
the s ale parameter (µ) annot be identied and, as depi ted in (8), rent estimates are known only
up to an undened onstant.
A method a ounting for observed pri es in the estimation to adjust the bids level was rst proposed
by Lerman and Kern (1983), as a dire t extension of Elli kson's model. The method is based on
estimating the joint probability of a household being the best bidder for a parti ular lo ation
and of that parti ular bid being equal to the observed transa tion pri e or land rent (Ri ). As a
probability, this event an be expressed as:
Ph/i = Prob {Bhi + εh = Ri and Bhi + εh > Bh ′ i + εh ′ , ∀h ′ 6= h}
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(9)

Lerman and Kern's approa h onsiders that the land rent has exa tly the same value of the
maximum bid. If the error terms are Extreme Value distributed, the probability of (9) an be
written as:
Ph/i = f(Ri − Bhi )

Y

(10)

F(Ri − Bh ′ i )

h ′ 6=h

with the density (f) and umulative distribution (F) fun tions given by:
f(ε) = µ exp (−µε) exp (− exp (−µε))

(11)

F(ε) = exp (− exp (−µε))

(12)

and

Therefore the likelihood fun tion that needs to be maximized in order to estimate the parameters
of Bhi is:

L=

S
Y
i=1

−µ exp (−µ (Ri − Bhi ))

H
Y
h ′ =1

exp (− exp (−µ (Ri − Bh ′ i )))

!yhi

(13)

where H is the total number of households parti ipating in the au tion and S is the total number
of dwellings in the market. The term yhi is a binary indi ator that assumes the value of one if
household h is observed to be lo ated in dwelling i and zero otherwise. A ording to Lerman and
Kern, the parameters of (13) an only be onsistently estimated if the bid fun tion is linear in
parameters.
Lerman and Kern's method has been applied to estimate the real estate rents and the dierent
agent's willingness to pay for parti ular attributes of housing units in several instan es. For example, Gross (1988) applied the model on the ity of Bogota, Colombia, nding that the bid-rent
approa h performs better than hedoni models when fore asting rents and marginal willingness to
pay. Gross et al. (1990) and Gin and Sonstelie (1992) applied the model to the ities of Philadelphia and Baton Rouge (Louisiana) respe tively, nding reasonable rent estimates. Chattopadhyay
(1998) applied the model to the ity of Chi ago, nding that the rent estimates do not dier mu h
from those of a hedoni model, but have the advantage of providing estimates of the willingness
to pay for dierent groups of agents. Muto (2006) expands Lerman and Kern's model by in orporating an instrumental variable in the estimation and estimates the model for the ity of Tokyo,
obtaining reasonable results for rent fore asting but a signi ant bias for lo ation hoi e. In all the
appli ations found in the literature agents are grouped in homogeneous groups, therefore onsidering h as a type of agent instead of an individual household or rm. The estimation is done over
a sample of lo ations for whi h detailed information on the attributes and individual transa tion
pri e is available.
An alternative way of estimating bid-rent fun tion an be derived from the two stage estimation
pro edure originally proposed by Lee (1982) and adapted by Dubin and M Fadden (1984) for the
parti ular ase of ele tri applian es and energy onsumption. In this method a hoi e model is
estimated in a rst stage, obtaining parameters for the endogenous pri e fun tion that are adjusted
to observed pri es in a se ond stage. In the parti ular ase of bid-rent fun tions, the hoi e model
is the maximum bidder probability des ribed by (6) and the adjustment of the bid-rent fun tion
is done through the estimation of an hedoni pri e model where, besides the bid fun tion itself,
an instrumental variable is used as an explanatory element. The instrumental variable is obtained
via regression of the pri e against attributes of the lo ation that appear to be orrelated with
6
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Figure 1: Model stru ture
the pri e but not orrelated with the error term in the agent's bid fun tion. The two-stage
model has been applied to the bid-rent problem and ompared to Lerman and Kern's approa h by
M Millen (1997). Results show signi ant dieren es between the estimates of both approa hes
and suggests that Lerman and Kern's approa h generates distorted results when implemented over
data with sele tion bias problems. As in the bid-rent approa h, the two-stage approa h requires
the aggregation of agents into a restri ted number of homogeneous agents.
The literature on bid-rent fun tion estimation has been fo used on reprodu ing rent or pri e levels
more than the agent's spatial distribution. One ex eption to this is the work by Muto (2006),
where the lo ation hoi e model obtained using Lerman and Kern's approa h is ompared with
the original hoi e model using Elli kson's approa h, nding a systemati dieren e between them.
This results suggest that the parti ular solution proposed by Lerman and Kern allows to adjust
bid levels to observed pri es but with a ost in terms of the lo ation-fore asting apability of the
model.

4 Latent variable approa h for bid rent fun tion estimation
We propose a new approa h for the estimation of the bid-rent fun tion. We assume that real estate
goods are traded in au tions, but that these au tions never take pla e expli itly. This means that
the potential bid of all agents is latent and determines the pri e of the good, but only in relative
terms. We all the out ome (or expe ted maximum bid) of this latent au tion the latent au tion
pri e. To adjust the latent au tion pri e to the level of real pri es it must be related to pri e
indi ators through a measurement relationship. For this we propose a model formulation based
on the latent variable approa h for dis rete hoi e (Walker and Ben-Akiva, 2002; Walker and Li,
2007), allowing for simultaneous estimation of the parameters of the bid fun tion and of the pri e
model.
Figure 1 shows the stru ture of the proposed model. Boxes represent observable data, like the
attributes of households and lo ations, transa tion pri es and observed lo ations. Cir les represent
unobservable variables (or latent onstru ts) like the willingness to pay (bid) and the latent au tion
pri e. The dashed lines represent measurement relationships and the ontinuous lines des ribe
stru tural relationships.
The proposed model is dierent from Lerman and Kern's model be ause it does not impose the bid
of the lo ated household to be equal to the observed pri e but, instead, imposes a linear relation
7

between the latent au tion pri e and a pri e indi ator. An advantage of this approa h is the fa t
that the pri e indi ator (although it would be preferable) does not have to be the a tual pri e of
the transa tion but, instead, it an be a mu h simpler and oarse proxy of pri e, like the zonal
average pri e or rent by type of lo ation.
The Bid fun tion is related to the attributes through the stru tural equation that denes its
fun tional form: Bhi = f(xh , zi , β). Simultaneously, the measurement relationship between the
Bid and the observed lo ation is dened by the hoi e probability (6). The stru tural relation of
the latent au tion pri e with the observed attributes of the lo ation and the agents is given by the
expe ted maximum bid, whi h is dened by the logsum expression of (8). A new measurement
relationship is onsidered in this formulation, assuming there is a linear relation between the latent
au tion pri e (ri ) and the observed pri es (Ri ), expressed as the following equation:
Ri = a + γri + η.

(14)

Assuming a normal distribution for the error term η, a probability density fun tion f(Ri |ri ) with
mean zero an be dened for the measurement relation of (14) as follows:


Ri − a − γri
1
f(Ri |ri ) = √
exp −
2σ2
2πσ2

(15)

The estimation of the proposed model an be done through traditional maximum likelihood but, in
this ase, the likelihood fun tion is the produ t of the hoi e probability and the density fun tion
for the pri e for all observations:

L=

Y

Y

i∈S

h∈Ci

!yhi

Ph/i · f(Ri |ri )

(16)

where yhi = 1 if household h is the best bidder for lo ation i and zero otherwise. In the ontext
of the previous equation, S represents the set of available observations for estimation and Ci is the
set of households that parti ipate in the au tion for i. If no set generation model is available, it is
reasonable to assume that all households parti ipate in all au tions, therefore making Ci = H for
all i.
The out ome of the maximization of (16) will be the set of parameters (β) for the bid fun tion
(Bhi ) and the a, γ and σ parameters of the density fun tion for the pri e. However, in appli ation,
only the hoi e probability determines the best bidding household, therefore making the lo ation
probabilities independent of the pri e parameters. The measurement equation (14) an be used to
estimate the expe ted pri es as a fun tion of the latent au tion pri e.

5 Brussels ase study
The model is estimated for the residential market of the ity of Brussels. Data was olle ted from
three main sour es: the 2001 Belgium National Census the 2000 Brussels Land Registry Re ord
and a travel survey to household performed in year 2000 (MOBEL). The study area onsiders an
extended metropolitan region, in luding 151 ommunes that ontain a total of 4945 zones, denoted
by the index i. Dwelling alternatives are lassied in 4 types (isolated, semi-isolated and atta hed
houses and apartments), denoted by the index v. Data adds to a total of 1274701 residential
units or lo ation alternatives, hara terized by their average physi al and land use attributes by
type of dwelling and zone (vi), whi h are al ulated from the Census and the Land Registry. The
area of study ontains a total of 1267998 households, therefore having an aggregated va an y rate
8

(supply surplus) of 0.5%. The estimation is done over a sample of 1007 observations of lo ated
households from the travel survey. After testing several dierent spe i ations, the linear-inparameters spe i ation des ribed in Table 1 was onsidered for the bid fun tion Bhvi , whi h an
be interpreted as the willingness to pay of household h for a dwelling of type v in zone i.

parameter
βsurf
βsup
βhouse
βmid_in
βhigh_in
βtrans0
βtrans2
β omm
βo e
βgreen

Table 1: Bid fun tion spe i ation
variables
surfa evi (m2 ) × log(sizeh ) (number of people)
high_edu i (%) × high_edu h (number of people)
is_housevi (dummy) × sizeh (number of people)
avg_in omei (Euros) × high_in omeh (dummy)
avg_in omei (Euros) × mid_in omeh (dummy)
PT_a essibilityi (fa ilities/km2 ) × 0_ arsh (dummy)
PT_a essibilityi (fa ilities/km2 ) × 2_ arsh (dummy)
ommer ei (jobs/m2 ) × log(sizeh ) (number of people)
o ei (jobs/m2 ) × workersh (number of people)
greeni (parks/m2 ) × hildrenh (number of people)

The variable surfa evi is the average surfa e of a residential unit of type v in zone i and it is
intera ted with the number of individuals in the household. The building types onsider three
types of house (fully-deta hed, semi-deta hed and atta hed) and apartments. The per entage of
people in a zone with a university degree (high_edu i ) is intera ted with the number of individuals
in the household that have a degree as well. The average in ome by zone (avg_in omei ) was
al ulated from tax de larations and it is intera ted with a dummy that indi ates if household h
is of high in ome level (more than 3099 Euros per month) or of mid in ome level (between 1860
and 3098 Euros per month). The publi transport a essibility variable (PT_a essibilityi ) was
al ulated as the density of publi transport fa ilities within a zone and it is intera ted with a
dummy variable than indi ates if the household has no ar or if it has two or more ars.
Pri e data is available as average by ommune (i ′ ) and for a simplied lassi ation of dwelling
types that aggregates them into houses and apartments (v ′ ). The measurement equation for pri es
is dened following (14) and using the expli it denition of the maximum expe ted bid given by
(8). Instead of pri e we use the natural logarithm of the pri e, to apture the diminishing marginal
utility of housing attributes ((DiPasquale and Wheaton, 1996)). The resulting expression is similar
to a log-log regression for pri e, a onvenient spe i ation due to its good performan e for pri e
fore asting when data des ribing the dwelling is not omplete (Cropper et al., 1988).
ln(Rv ′ i ′ ) = a + γ · ln

X

exp(Bhvi )

(17)

h

For the estimation pro ess, the s ale parameter µ of the bid probability (6) is assumed to be one.

5.1 Estimation results
The model was rst estimated for a Elli kson's spe i ation in order to get the best possible
maximum bid model. On e good estimates were obtained the model was re-estimated with the
approa h proposed in Se tion 4, but keeping the same spe i ation for the bid fun tion, dened
by (16). The estimation in both ases was done using an extended version of the software pa kage
BIOGEME (Bierlaire, 2003; Bierlaire and Fetiarison, 2009); results are shown in Table 2, where
the rst olumn shows the results using Elli kson's approa h while the se ond olumn shows
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Table 2: Estimation results for Brussels
Elli kson
Latent Au tion
Parameter

βsurf

Value

Std err

t-test

Value

Std err

t-test

0.00636
0.0439
0.0574
0.403
0.408
-0.532
0.461
-1.34
-0.349
-0.295
-

0.00261
2.43
0.000311 0.000225 1.38∗
0.0111
3.94
-0.00317 0.00717 -0.44∗
βmid_in
βhigh_in
0.0153
3.76
0.0161
0.00998
1.61∗
0.108
3.73
0.728
0.0739
9.84
βsup
0.136
3.00
0.599
0.0849
7.06
βtrans0
βtrans2
0.153
-3.48
-0.31
0.0791
-3.91
βhouse
0.0615
7.5
0.0563
0.00702
8.03
0.278
-4.83
-0.0366
0.031
-1.18∗
β omm
0.0717
-4.86
0.136
0.0201
6.74
βgreen
0.0931
-3.16
0.0896
0.0413
2.17
βo e
a
-16.4
3.23
-5.08
γ
1.92
0.229
8.39
σ
-1.92
0.0225
-85.48
Final Log-Likelihood
-7011.03
-6387.76 (-7091.13∗∗)
∗
parameters not signi ant at the 95% level
∗∗
log-likelihood onsidering only the hoi e probabilities
the results obtained when using the method proposed in this paper, from now on alled Latent
Au tion model.
For Elli kson's model all parameters are signi ant with a 95% onden e. The signs of the
parameters show that the willingness to pay in reases with the surfa e of the dwelling and the size
of the household, and that households with members having university degrees prefer to lo ate in
neighborhoods with a high presen e of people with a similar edu ation level. Something similar
happens with households of mid and high in ome level, who have a higher willingness to pay
for lo ation on zones with high average in ome. Households without a ar give a positive value
to the presen e of publi transport fa ilities while households with more than one ar prefer to
lo ate in regions with low a essibility for publi transport. An interesting result is the ee t of
the presen e of ommer e, publi green areas and o e spa e, with a negative parameter for all
of them and de reasing with the size of the household or the number of workers, depending on
the ase. These negative estimates were originally interpreted as households preferring to lo ate
in peripheral areas of the ity, where the density of ommer e, publi areas and o es is lower.
However, this on lusion is hallenged by the results obtained when using the Latent Au tion
model, as it will be shown next.
When estimating the Latent Au tion model some of the parameters be ome insigni ant and
some hange their sign. For example the surfa e of the dwelling, the presen e of ommer e and the
average in ome of the zone have a less relevant ee t, with parameters that are signi ant with
less than a 95% onden e. Other estimates like βgreen and βoff , that were originally negative,
ame out positive in the estimation with the Latent Au tion model. The hange in the sign of the
estimates an be explained as an endogeneity ee t in the Standard logit formulation that happens
due to the la k of pri e information. The data for estimation shows that bigger households prefer
to lo ate in the outskirts of the urban area, this is likely to be due to lower pri es for bigger
dwellings in these regions where, in identally, the presen e of publi green areas and o es is low.
When the pri e indi ator is onsidered, the estimation generates positive parameters for green
areas and o es be ause, as expe ted, these attributes are likely to in rease the average pri e in
a neighborhood. This result suggest that, by a ounting for pri e indi ators, the Latent Au tion
model is able to generate more realisti estimates.
For omparison purposes, the same spe i ation of Table 1 is estimated using Lerman and Kern's
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Table 3: Estimation results for Brussels
Elli kson
Parameter

βsurf

Value

Std err

t-test

Value

L&K
Std err

t-test

0.00636
0.0439
0.0574
0.403
0.408
-0.532
0.461
-1.34
-0.349
-0.295
1

0.00261
2.43
-0.00136 0.000855 -1.59∗
0.0111
3.94
0.0194
0.00608
3.19
βmid_in
0.0153
3.76
0.0474
0.00796
5.95
βhigh_in
βsup
0.108
3.73
0.416
0.0669
6.22
0.136
3.00
-1.01
0.0716
-14.1
βtrans0
βtrans2
0.153
-3.48
-0.226
0.0887
-2.54
βhouse
0.0615
7.5
0.0167
0.0182
0.92∗
0.278
-4.83
-0.768
0.0977
-7.85
β omm
βgreen
0.0717
-4.86
0.286
0.0367
7.78
0.0931
-3.16
-0.767
0.0533
-14.38
βo e
µ
1.66
0.0173
95.74
Final Log-Likelihood
-7011.03
-7569.645 (-11813.1∗∗)
∗
parameters not signi ant at the 95% level
∗∗
log-likelihood onsidering only the hoi e probabilities
method, therefore maximizing the likelihood fun tion of (13). Results for this method are shown
in the se ond olumn of Table 3 (L&K). The original estimates obtained with Elli kson's method
are shown in the rst olumn.
Some of the results obtained with the Lerman and Kern method are ounter intuitive. For example
the parameter for the unit surfa e be omes negative indi ating a higher value (and preferen e) for
smaller dwellings. Same thing happens with the parameter for presen e of publi transport for
household with no ar. Regarding the likelihood ratio test for lo ation hoi e, L&K's method is
learly dominated by both Elli kson's and the method proposed in this paper, however, it generates
relatively good rent estimates as it is shown next.

5.2 Model likelihood and t analysis
It is not straightforward to evaluate and ompare the likelihood of ea h model; the dierent
expressions for the likelihood fun tions make the dire t omparison of nal log-likelihoods unfair.
The nal log-likelihood, al ulated as the logarithm of sum of the probabilities of the hosen
alternatives, is a valid indi ator be ause it onsiders the same spe i ation for the bid fun tion in
both models. This statisti suggests that the Standard logit ts better than the Latent Au tion
model and that both models are signi antly better than Lerman and Kern's approa h. However,
this is only valid for the data used in estimation and an expe ted result be ause the standard logit
models attempts to t only to this data set, while the models using with a pri e indi ator attempts
to t simultaneously an additional set of observations.
Regarding the pri e model, the t of the estimated pri es is a good indi ator of the quality of ea h
model. Figure 2 shows the dieren e between estimated and observed average pri es per ommune
and dwelling type for the estimation data set. Ea h olumn in the boxplot graphi shows results
for a dierent model; the box indi ates the value of the two quartiles of observations that are loser
to the referen e value, the extremes of the olumn indi ate the value of the biggest positive and
negative error. Sin e both the relative and absolute dieren es are relevant, both statisti s are
shown, in the left and right hand plot respe tively
Both the Latent Au tion and Lerman and Kern's method perform reasonably well. The method
proposed in this paper generates estimates that are in 75% of the ases deviated less than 1% from
the observed pri es with a maximum deviation of 4%. Lerman and Kern also performs well, with
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Figure 2: Estimation t (natural log of pri e)
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Figure 3: Error in fore ast: natural log of pri e
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75 per ent of the estimates deviated less than 4% and a maximum deviation of 6%. In both ases,
some deviation is reasonable be ause the estimated pri es are al ulated for a wider lassi ation
of dwelling types and for a mu h ner basi spatial unit than those of the observed average pri es
.
As expe ted, Elli kson's method does not perform well in this regard, systemati ally overestimating
the pri es. However, it seems to be the best models regarding estimation of the spatial distribution
of agents. Be ause of this, the result analysis so far does not allow to identify whi h model is
performing better in general and further validation is required.

5.3 Validation
Validation is performed by simulating the lo ation distribution for all the lo ations in the ity with
ea h model, and omparing the results with observed statisti s. For this, all the real estate supply
is generated from the ensus data and households are assigned following the dierent maximum
bid distributions obtained with ea h method. The analysis is performed for three variables: pri es,
number of individuals in the household and number of individual with university degree. Results
are shown in Figures 3,4 and 5 as the dieren e at the ommune level of the fore ast variables
against their observed value.
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Figure 4: Error in fore ast : number of people by ommune
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Figure 5: Error in fore ast: Number of people with university degree by ommune
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The dieren e between pri e fore ast and observed average pri e is shown in Figure 3. Results
show that, when applying the models to a dierent data set, the Latent Au tion approa h is
superior to Lerman and Kern, where a systemati overestimation o urs. This is probably due to
the intensive data requirements of L&K, whi h are not met by the relatively poor nature of the
available data.
Figure 4 shows the results for total number of people (the sum of the number of individuals per
household), aggregated by ommune, against the o ial population statisti s oming from the
2001 Belgium National Census. The Latent Au tion model tends to underestimate the population
at the ommune level with 50% of the ommunes having a deviation smaller than 7%. Elli kson's
model tend to overestimate the population, with a slightly higher deviation while Lerman and
Kern's model systemati ally underestimates this variable.
Figure 5 shows the dieren e between the fore ast of people with university degree by ommune
against the o ial statisti from the Census. In this ase both the Latent Au tion and Elli kson's
model perform relatively well, with a tenden y to overestimate the variable and with 50% of the
ommunes having a deviation not larger than 25% from the observed value. Lerman and Kern
tends to underestimate this variable. It's worth noti ing that, at the absolute level, the Latent
Au tion model outperforms the fore ast of the other models
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6 Con lusions
An estimation method for bid-rent fun tions that a ounts for observed lo ations and pri e indiators is proposed. Results show that in luding a measurement equation for the expe ted au tion
pri e and the observed pri es in the log-likelihood maximization pro ess allows to obtain better
estimates of the bid fun tion parameters. The proposed model is able to fore ast, with a reasonable
error, the lo ation hoi e distribution of agents in the ity while, simultaneously, adjusts the bids
to the pri e indi ators. Be ause of this, the Latent Au tion model outperforms Lerman and Kern's
model, sin e the later adjusts well the bid-rent level but deviates signi antly from the observed
spatial distribution of agents. Moreover, when applied in fore asting, Lerman and Kern is not able
to adjust to the pri e indi ators.
The proposed model has the advantage of not requiring detailed data about real estate goods and
pri es. In fa t, for the ase study, only average values were available for both dwelling attributes
and pri es. This makes the method easier to implement when data is s ar e or of aggregated
nature.
The dieren es observed between fore ast and observed pri es is expe ted and explained by the
aggregated nature of the pri e indi ator. A more disaggregated indi ator should allow for a better
estimation and, onsequently, a better t. Further resear h should investigate the relevan e of
hoi e set formation phenomena (identi ation of the a tive bidders in ea h au tion) and the use
of more sophisti ated (non-linear) stru tural relationships between the latent au tion pri e and
the observed pri e indi ators.
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